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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have a virtual machine scale set named SS1.
You configure autoscaling as shown in the following exhibit.
You configure the scale out and scale in rules to have a
duration of 10 minutes and a cool down time of 10 minutes.
Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that
answers each question based on the information presented in the
graphic.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: 20 Minutes. 10 minutes cool down time after the last
scale-up plus 10 minutes duration equals 20 minutes.
Box 2: 9 virtual machines. 30% does not match the scale in
requirement of less than 25% so the number of virtual machines
will not change.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
Why does the python code for Cisco NX-API print error message?
A. The "type" is wrong is the body of the request and should be
"cli_ conf".
B. NX-API does not allow configuration for features via the
requests module.
C. The JSON is not a supported format for the NX-API.
D. The "type" is wrong in the header of the request and should
be "cli_ conf".
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
The CA (Certificate Authority) in Hyperledger Fabric issues the
certificates. These certificates are used for identity
validation and for transmission of encrypted data that only the
owner (person, organization or software) of a specific
certificate is able to decrypt and read.
What types of certificates are issued by the CA?
A. tcert
B. ecert
C. rootcert
Answer: A,B,C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Rootcert, tcert and ecert. As The CA (Fabric CA by default)
issues a root certificate (rootCert) to each member
(organization or individual) that is authorized to join the
network. The CA also issues an enrollment certificate (eCert)
to each member component, server-side applications and
occasionally end users. Each enrolled user is granted an
allocation of transaction certificates (tCerts). Each tCert
authorizes one network transaction.
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